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Sexual and Reproductive Rights
and the Eugenic Protection Law

By Yuriko Ashino
Director of the Family Planning Federation of Japan and

Member of Japan's Network for Women and Health

"The Eugenic Protection Law? What is
that?" I was a little bewildered to have been
asked this question by an American woman. I
wondered is something wrong with my English?
But I soon reahzed that the term "eugenic
protection" itself was obsolete to her.

The Eugenic Protection Law (EpL) is
not obsolete at all in Japan, It is the law
governing eugenic operations (sterilization) and
abortion. It may seem skange to some

foreigners or even most Japanese people that
sterilization and abortion are allowed under the

law. To understand Japan's curious legal
system, we need to look back at Japan's history.

Imported Criminal Abortion Law
In 1868 Japan entered a new era called

the Me[ii Period in which Japan's leaders aimed

to transform the country from a feudal society
into a modern nation. As part of the efforts
towards modernization, the new government

imported a legal system from Europe including
criminal law. It was in 1880 that the French
criminal law on abortion was first introduced in
Japan. Under that law, women seeking an

abortion and abortionists were to be punished
regardless of the reasons for the abortion.
However, the woman's partner was exempt from
punishment. The Criminal Abortion Law was

revised in 1907; the law has existed unchanged

since then for 88 years.

The Meirji Government adopted a policy

of "Building the National Prosperity and

Military Strength" which was funher
strengthened with militarism. The criminal law
functioned as an instrument to promote the
pronatalist policy. During World War II, a
considerable number of women and doctors
were sent to prison for violating this law.

Control of Population Quality and euantity
ln the early 1920's bfuth control was

advocated by some socialists and the young
Shidzue Kato, current president of the Family
Planning Federation of Japan. While the
socialists promoted birth control as part of the
class struggle, she was mainly concerned with
women's freedom to control their own fertility.
However, in 1937 Kato was arrested for her
dangerous thinking. During the war, birth
control became complete$ prohibited by the
govemment.

A national campaign called "Bear
Children, Increase the Population" was

promoted to encourage women to have at least

five "healthy" children. The militaristic
government was very concerned with not only
the population quantity but also the population
quality. h 1940 the National Eugenic Law was
enacted with the idea of preventing births of
what the government called "inferior" people

such as those with mental or hereditary diseases

or defects. Under the law, "inferior" people

were encouraged to undergo a eugenic operation
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(sterilization).

Legal Dual Standard for Abortion
With Japan's defeat in World War II, the

emphasis was drastically sffied to controlling a
population explosion so abortion and

contraception were legalized- It should be noted

that the goverrment established no official
population policy after the war.

The Eugenic Protection Law (EPL) was

enacted in 1948 by revising the National

of mixed-blood children by women who came

back from abroad and were suspected to be

victims of rape.

The enactment of the EPL created the

present siruation where two laws regulating

abortion coexist. While the EPL enables a

woman to have a legal abortion under certain

conditions, the earlier Criminal Abortion Law
remains intact and can be used to punish any

woman who fails to meet the conditions of the

EPL. This implies that a woman's right to get an

Table 1 : Reported Number of Abortions by Woman's Age and Gestation Period 1993 r
Gestation Period (in Weeks)

12,175
4 41,622

5-29 37,357

otal 212,241

13,145
36,456
28,288
30,15E

27,122
14,633

1,424

I
151,234
(3e.10)

2,214
4,O20

2,392
1,840
1,464

820
90

3

12,843
(3.32)

1,529

2,264
1,372

912
654
4',11

55

711

1,057

s63
400
269
204
27

1

2 29,776 ( 7.7O)

3 85,422 (22.10)
3 69.97s (18.10)

9 79,066 (20.44)
2 76.121 (1e.68)

2 42,412 (10.96)
2 4,012 ( 1.04)

30 386,807
(0) (100)

Eugenic Law. The EPL's objectives were to

prevent the birth of "inferior" babies and to

protect the mother's health. With the EPL,

women were freed from the threat of
imprisonment as long as they met the legal

conditions for abortion. Eugenic operations for
the "inferior" basically remained as before.

There were three major motives behind

the legalization of abortion; one was to control

the population explosion brought about by the

postwar baby boom; the second was to protect

women's health from dangerous back street

abortions; and the third was to prevent the births

abortion is not basically guaranteed since these

conditions can be changed or withdrawn

according to political intentions.

It should be noted that the Japanese

govemment decided to adopt family plarming as

an essential part of the national maternal and

child health program three years after the

enactment of the EPL. Japan is unique in that

legalization of abortion took place fust and

promotion of family planning followed in 1951.

Howeveq in less than ten years the

govemment started to cut offits budget for
famity planning because of rapidly declining
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birth rates At present, these is no money
allocated specifically for family planning in
Japan. Facilities like family planning clinics are

few, and the costs for contraception, abortiorq
and even delivery are not covered by the

national health insurance. This shows that the
govemment's policy lacks a sexual and
reproductive healthirights viewpoint.

Eugenic Aspects

of the Maternal and Child Health Law

contributed to Japan's achieving the lowest
infant mortality rate in the world. However, the
law has two major problems : too much
emphasis on motherhood and the eugenic

aspects of health examinations. It has been
pointed out by disabled people, women, and

other concerned indMduals that the health
examinations serve as a tool to identiff "healthy"
and "unhealthy" children. Once a child is

labeled as having "setious health problems", s/he

is required to attend special schools for the

Table 2 : Reported Numbers of Eugenic Operations by Sex and Reason, 1gg31

REASON Female Male

* Hereditary disease of a woman or her partner
*Hereditary disease in a close relative of a woman or
her partner

* Leprosy
* Woman's life endangered
* Woman's health endangered

16        o

1               0

0

909

4022

0

1

21

UDOn Docto/s Reouest                   o      0
* Hereditary disease
* Non-herqditary mental disease

０

０

０

０

TOTAL 4948        22

In 1965 the Maternal and Child Health

Law (MCHL) was enacted. Under the law,

health guidance and examinations are to be

conducted for pre- and post-natal women and

babies and infants up to school age (6 years

old). An expecting mother-to-be is required to
report her pregnancy to the municipal
goverrrment which then provides her with the

Maternal and Child Health Handbook for
recording the pre- and post-natal examination

results until the child is six years old.

It can be said that Japan's MCHL has

disabled regardless of her/tris own will. Thus,

disabled children are educated in an isolated

environment.

Legal Conditions for Abortion
An abortion can be performed at the

discretion of a designated doctor. The
conditions are grouped into three categories :

medical-ecomonic circumstances, eugenic

concerns, and suvivors of rape. The eugenic

concerns include mental or hereditary disorders

of a woman, her partner, or a close relative of
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either one.

There are no age limits for a person

seeking abortion. An abortion cam be

performed until the 22nd week of gestation.

The law does not require the consent of a
minor's parents/guardians. Legally, the consent

of the partner is required but this requirement

can be waived if he is not known.

Legal Conditions for Eugenic Operations

A eugenic operation can be performed at

the doctor's discretion. The conditions aro

grouped into two categories: eugenic concerns

that are almost the same as those for abortion

and a woman's medical circumstances.

The eugenic operation is to be

conducted with the consent of the person in
question. However, minors and those with
mental disorders are exceptions. Legally, the

consent of a partner is required but this can be

waived if Vhe is unknown or cannot express

her/tris will.

The actual numbers of abortions and

eugenic operations are as seen in tables 1 and 2.

Conflict Between Women and the Disabled
From L972-4 a nationwide campaign for

the revision of the EPL was launched by

"Pro-Lifers" under the slogan "Respect for
Life". They had two purposes: to strictly limit
abortions by deleting the "economic term" (this

is the most cofilmon reason for abortion) and to

add new conditions whereby deformed fetuses

might be aborted . In the face of ever

decreasing fertility, the antiabortion group aimed

out of the corrmon belief that the decision to

have or not have a child was a basic human

right. On the other hand, the disabled people

strongty opposed the proposed new condition
which they claimed would lead to the

elimination of the disabled. After a three year

struggle they finally won the fight. However a
problem remained. In the course of the fight,
the disabled severely criticized women's claims

of reproductive rights; the disabled interpreted

these rights as women's egotism and asserted

that it is women who help eradicate the disabled

under the name of "choice".

In 1982 the antiabortion campaign was

revitalized, but as the anti-choice contingent's

focus was onty on the removal of the "economic

term", the disabled were rather silent at this

time. Due to women's strenuous efforts the

campaign again failed.

Through these experiences? womon's

concerns developed from a mere opposition to

antiabortion forces to creation of alternatives to

the existing legal system. Women were made

aware that as long as abortion and sterilization

were govemed by the EPL, the conflict between

women and the disabled would remain.

Over the past years, dialogue between

women and the disabled has been established

slowly but steadily. There now seems to be a

growing possibility for both groups to work

together for the materialization of sexual and

reproductive rights and freedom.

From Cairo to the Future
In January 1994, the Japan's Network

to increase the numbers of "good quality" for Women and Health was formed., bringng
people in Japan. together interested men and women from

Many women and concerned individual5 throughout the country. The Network sent a

and organizations spoke up against the campaign large group to Cairo so that their voices would
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be heard at the International Conferenco on necessary and coerced abortion and sterilizations
Population and Development (ICPD). are to be punished under the law.

One of the goup members was Asaka
Yuho who usss a wheelchair. She told the 2) To promote sex education based on equal
audience of an NGO meeting that disabled parhrership between women and men and on
women in Japan were often forced to have their self-determination over one's fertility.
uteruses mutilated. Partially this is because

dealing with menstruation was considered a 3) To establish sexual and reproductive health
nuisance by caretakers - but more centers where information, counseling and
fundamentally, disabled women were denied the services can be obtained.
right to have a child. It was discovered that such
uterine mutilations were conducted based on the 4) To make available the widest possible range
EPL' of safe and effective contraception methods

Asaka's presentation was received with including the low-dose pill.
deep compassion by the non-Japanese audience.
It also served as a kind of trigger in stimulating 5) To make guidelines for the use of advanced
awareness of the EPL in Japan. Eugenic reproductive technologies.
thinking might be strengthened in Japan in the
future by the advancement of reproductive 6) To increase women's participation in every
technologies as well as the declining fertility rate. decision making process including that for
In fact the government and the business world Japan's Overseas Development Assistance.
are already taking a pronatalist line.

7) To change the traditional value system,
A Proposal From a Woman's Perspective particularly myths idealizing motherhood, the

After the Cairo Conference, many sexual division of labor and roles, and the sexual
Japanese women feel it necsssary to take more double standard.
concrete countermeasures in line with the
concept of sexual and reproductive health/rights Since the whole situation in Japan is not cut and
as manifested in the ICPD Program of Action. dry, the public is rather indifferent to the
The following could be the major post-Cairo problems of the EPL. The government's
agenda items for consideration by women as attitude towards sexual and reproductive health
well as the disabled : and rights is not positive. However, no matter
l) To abolish the Criminal Abortion Law and how dfficult the situation is, women will keep
the EPL and establish a new legal framework moving ahead.

that guarantees sexual and reproductive

health/rights for everyone, particularly women. NOTE l: Data from Starli tics on Induced
In the author's personal view, the Swedish Abortion and Eugenic Operations, 1993,
Abortion Law could be a good model because Ministry of Health and Welfare
as for sterilization, no legal conditions would be
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ln the Society Which Hopes For Perfect Health

by Yuho Asaka, Counselor

"All I wish is that my baby be healthy"

is a common hope that is never questioned by
pregnant Japanese women and their families. It
is considered to be corrmon sense and is used

as a basis for the idea of eugenics. Born
differently abled 1, I have an almost 40 year

history of struggling against challenges.

If a child is bom differently abled, it is
regarded as an unwelcome life (in Japan this is

clearty stated even certain laws). Therefore, the

woman who bore the child is overwhelmed by
desperation and self-abnegation. This

sometimes results in "muri-shinj5ru," which
means killing one's children and then

oommitting suicide, or infanticide; these are two
very Japanese ways of sofuing this situation.

The woman and child are totally isolated from
the healthy'society which is unable to accept

an unwelcome life unless the "handicap" is

cured. When visiting a differently abled baby,

it is not acceptable to say "congratulations" to

the mother and child.. The child is must live
under a taboo and is never celebrated.

Of course I was too young to remember

but my mother's sorow and confusion were

inscribed on my body and soul. This lead me

to the question of whether I should have been

born; self-abnegation congealed in my soul

Iike mud.

I was sexually abused as a child several

times, often when receiving medical treatnent.
Instead of taking on the usual role imposed on

womer\ I retaliated against my confused

sexuality with self desfiuctive habits such

alcohol abuse, smoking, destructive sexual

relationships, etc. To my great misery, I found
myse[ like many other psychologically

damaged people, inflicting pain on myself and
people around me until I found a way to heal.

Since disabilities are not accepted in this

society, the challenge facing the family that tries
to accept a differently abled member is only
heightened. I am thankful for my family
members who tried to stay on my side and

accept me; they understandingly let me go

through a necessary growing process during
which I expressed my anger. Because I
continued to express my anger, I survived. I
am sure women should be more angry, but the

problem is the way of expressing it and the

reactions of those receiving our anger. Anger is
a good part of the healing process if it is
expressed in a good way; for example,

approaching anger using re-evaluation

counseling theory including plenty of tears and

sweat is valuable. However, having only an

angry voice and alirry eyes deeply hurts
yourself and the people around you. Since the

time when I learned how to express anger

appropriatety, my life has drastically changed. I
am not afraid of other's anger, and the

suppressed enerry of anger turns into

constructive intelligence after it is released

because I have a safe place where I can express

it on my own terms.

I have never stopped being angry at the

idea of eugsnics, the belief that only a perfectly

healthy child is a human being, and the Eugenic
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Protection Law which supports this kind of
thinking. I am never afraid of the eyes of
people who think being angy is not appropriate
for women or the differently abled. I have no
doubt that this will change and I will never give
up the hope that this will change. Thanks to
myself who started loving my body and soul
including my life history, I believe all I have to
do is stand up again and 4gain when I fall down.

To create a new history and a society
which is able to accept and respect life as it is
and ends the idea of eugenics - this is my hope.

l. I was born with a condition called crystal
bones. My unusually frdle bones have
fractured over 20 times and resulted in eight
surgical operations

Sexual Abuse at the Kyoto University
Genter for Southeast Asian Studies

by Reiko Tanabe

Since December 1993 when the
newspapers began to report a series of sexual
harassment incidents and rapes committed by
Toru Yano, former director of the Kyoto
University Center for Southeast Asian Studies,
the charges against him have been under
investigation. Several cases became public only
after one of his former research assistants, Ms.
Otsuko Kono (the Japanese equivalent of Jane
Doe - a pseudonyn), filed a sexual harassment
complaint with the Kyoto Bar Association's
Human Right" Protection Committee alleging
that Yano had forced her to have sex with him
and that he had coerced her into sexual
relations with him after the first rape. Right
after the newspapers reported this story, yano
resigned from his Kyoto University post citing
"personal reasons" and hid at Tofukuji Temple
in order to cut himself offfrom others. Later
he contributed an article to a newspaper in
which his Zen practice at the temple was
described as "shoen houka.,' That means to live
with no connection to the evil outside world.

However, at the end of January 1994 the head
priest turned him out after receiving a written
inqulry from Kono,s lawyer and "The
Association of Professors Demanding a
Thorough Investigation of Former professor

Yano's Suspected Sexual Harassment. "
Toru Yano was a famous professor with

much influence not on$ in Japan but also
abroad. He served as a member of the Royal
Swedish Academy and had a voice in
govefitment at local and higher levels. Because
of this, many people have been interested in the
case and the media has dealt with it from
various angles. One slant of early magazine
reports was that this case had a "political
aspect" and that Yano was a victim who had
been framed. Yano himself sent explanatory
letters saylng the same thing to several
newspapers and T.V. stations. He also granted
an interview to a reporter. In the meantime,
other facts came to light - Kono's case was not
the only one invofuing yano. In fact, some
other research assistants complained to the
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center administration that they too had been

victimized.

In January 1993, Yano (then the

director of the Kyoto University Center for
Southeast Asian Studies) interviewed one

applicant for a job as his assistant then

demanded that she go to bed with him, saying

"it's part of an assistant's job." When she

refused he threatened to fire her sister who had

been working for the center. Her sister then

demanded that he promise in the presence of
two other professors

to commit no more

sexual harassment.

Soon after that, seven

assistants in Yano's

ofiice resigned or

were fired one after

another. One of
them filed a

complaint with the

center's

administration, alleging that "she had been

sexually harassed by Professor Yano." With
her complaint as a start, a group of women

workers at the center voluntarily submitted a

letter of inquiry demanding the college conduct

"a thorough investigation and take strong

action." The then deputy director of the center

promised to "establish a Special Committee to

Improve the Working Environment." Yano

subsequently submitted his resignation as

director of the center, saymg that he wanted to

devote himself to his studies. His resignation

was approvod at a faculty meeting.

Women workers disagreed with the

center's decision and continued to protest to the

special committee saylng that the case should

not have ended with Yano's resignation but that

Yano interviewed one applicant
for a job as his assistant then demanded

that she go to bed with him, saying
"it's part of an assisfian{s job."

When she refused, he threatened to fire
her sister who had been working

for the center.

a thorough investigation should have been

conducted. The chairperson of the committee,
however, replied that "the committee could not
pursue the matter further." The women hired a

lawyer to put inquiries before the Ministry of
Education and accused Yano of sexually

harassing four women. In addition, they

accused the center of taking insufficient
measures in response to the incidents. They
also pursued the question of the govemment's,

Kyoto University's, and the center's

responsibilities. In
the end, Kono,

one of the victims

cited, filed a

violation of
human rights

complaint with the

Human Rights

Board in
December.

While the

research assistants filed for damages, Yano took
four steps between March nd May 1994. First,
on March 8, he filed administrative litigation in
the Tokyo District Court against the Ministry of
Education "to ensure his position as a

professor," insisting that his resignation was

invalid. On march 18, he filed a second suit

against Professor Kazuko Ono with the Tokyo

Dstrict Court for ten million yen in
compensation, alleging that "he had been

severety defamed because she reported false

information to the newspapers claiming that

sexual harassment had actually taken place."

Professor Ono was a representative of a
gathering of women professors at Kyoto
University; this group had repeatedly sent the

president their demands for a thorough
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investigation since the newspaper reports began
in December 1993. On the first day of April,
Yano's wife filed a suit against Kono,
demanding that Kono pay her five million yen
in compensation "for being defamed by false
statements made by Otsuko Kono." Four days
later Yano filed another suit in the Tokyo
Dstrict Court against Otsuko Kono and the
lawycr

rcprescnting

thc voluntccr

women
wOrkcrs at

thc KyotO

Univcrslty

Ccntcr for

Southcast

Asian

Studies.This

time he demanded ten million yen in
compensation claiming that "sending an inquiry
to the Ministry of Education was unlawful and
equal to a false charge against the plaintiff " He
also insisted that 'their act violates the right of
the university to act independently in personnel

matters. Looking at these suits it is obvious
that, first of all, the facts were distorted. These
lawsuits, which seem to have been filed
recklessly, were all transferred to the Kyoto
Dstrict Court except for one piece of
administrative litigation. The pretiminary trials
have already been held.

The Kyoto University administration
considers the sexual harassment a result of
"Yano's abnormal character" and says that it
was not responsible in any way. In light of the
fact that a series of incidents of sexual

harassment was revealed, however, the

University was obviously insensitive to the

victims'human.ight. and slow to respond
appropriateb. This caused even further
damage and drove the victims to appeal directty
to the Ministry of Education.

This case shows the many problems
involved in handling sexu-l harassment at
universities. Sexual harassment is hard to
define, but the bigger problem is that it is not

easy for the

university's

administration

to investigate

systematically

due to the

exclusiveness

of offices and

the

independence

of departments,

faculty members, and the university itself. An
incredible attitude towards sexual harassment -
that it is something private and trifling
compared with study and that it is women's
business - also exists.

After all, the number of women
professors is too small, only three percent of
the total. On the other hand, most of the part
time staffand assistants (of which there are

quite a few at universities) are women. The
relations between men and women in academia
automatically allocate power to men.

A gathering of women professors at
Kyoto University, which Otsuko Kono and the
volunteer women workers for the center had
contacted, appealed repeatedly to the university
to address this problem.. Their appeals were
gradually having an effect; a counselor board
for each department was established at Kyoto
University. There is some doubt, however,

The Number of Women Professors at Kyoto University
as of April l, 1993

Title Women Total o/oWomen

Professor 4     726  0.55%
Asslstant Profcssor  13    691  1.889‰

Univcrsity Lccturcr  6  158 3.80%

Assistant      64  1095 5,85%
TOTAL 87    2670  3.26%
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whether the university itself has thb power to
solve the problem internally, as the case at the
Center for Southeast Asian Studies illustrated. It
is also doubtful whether a counselor board can
improve the situation given the fundamental
power imbalance between men and women at

the university..

As for the violation of human rights
complaint filed by Ms. Kono, the Kyoto Bar
Association's Human rights Committee has

already started a real investigation.. However
the committee has been bogged down by the
senseless suits filed by yano.

The Defense counsel has consistently
asked both the plaintiffand the court to allow
Kono to remain aRonymous. Despite the fact
that the Kyoto District Court 4greed wilingly
with the request, the plainti{f refised and insisted
on revealing her real narne. What we can see

through his acts is a pattern of threats against the
victim herse[ such as revealing her name, to
discourage would-be supporters and other
victims who might come forward. In order to
overcome these threats, it is important that we
support Ms. Kono and others like her in their
fight to win sexual harassment cases.

Molestation on the Train :

The Most common Sexual violence in our Daily Lives
by Yoko Kurihara, Women's Association Fighting Against Sexual Violence

The Case on the Midosuji Line
Molestation is a type of sexual violence

that Japanese women are confronted with in
their daily lives. [n particular, molestation in a
train is almost inevitable for women who use

the train everyday to commute to school or
work. In November 1988 there was a shocking
incident on the Midosuji Subway Line in
Osaka. Two molesters who had been

confronted for their actions by a woman in the
subway kidnaped the woman, held her for two
hours, and then raped her. Most women were

shocked by this news.

Why should a brave woman who
protested violence be retaliated against in such a

manner? If we accepted such a situation,

women would have no choice but to put up
with molestation. As a form of protest, we

organized an association and protested against

railway companies, including demanding that
they reinforce preventive measures against

molestation. For six years since that incident,
our association has taken action such as

providing telephone consultations for victims to
fight against sexual violence.

Five years after the Midosuji incident,
we again addressed the issue of molestation on
trains. What motivates us is that we have
learned that our members have been molested
and that one of thern was even punched by a
drunken man after she warned him to stop his
intolerable behavior.

What measures have railway companies

taken against molestation?

ln the beginning, we made inquiries to
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Table 1 : Feport From Railway Companies on the Number of Molestation Cases
in 1993. As of November 1993

Municipal Traffic Agency 94 cases

Railways 13 (cases reported to the police with the molester
turned over and recorded.)

Nippon Railway 15 lcases reported to the police with the motester
turned over and recorded.)

i Electric Railway 20 lcases reported to the police at Namba Statron)

kyu Corporation 40 cases or more

shin Electric Railway 38 lcases. 630/o occured in trains; 260/o on express or
superexpress trains; 37Vo on the station premises)

Nishi Nippon 11 (cases reported to customer service centers all
over Western Japan.)

railway companies. As you can see in the

following report - Table I - the data they gave

us seems to be inaccurate and unclear. It shows

that they are not serious in dealing with
complaints from victims of molestation.

Each company thinks "taking measures

against molestation is not our main business,"

or that "victims themsefues have to protest

against molestation." They rejected our request

to make announcements or post signs saying

"Molestation is a Crime" because they were

afraid of displeasing male passengers. They

explained that such an announcement or signs

might make it seem as if all male passengers

were molesters. As long as railway companies

do not take the problem of molestation

seriousty, we cannot expect them to take

effective action. Under such circumstances, we

decided to conduct research by surveying

women in order to present data on victims of
molestation to the railway companies.

Research We Conducted With

Questionnaires to Women
We collected 2,260 completed

questionnaires out of the twelve thousand that

we distributed to women in stations, at

universities or colleges, and in offices. On 500

of the responses, respondents described their
own experiences, feelings, and views about

molestation. Therefore, we would like to report
the result of the research both with statistics and

by introducing exerpts from those descriptions.

The reality of suffering caused by molestation,

something which has not yet been made public

in Japan, is clearly expressed both with figures

and in the victims own voices. (Please

understand that we cannot introduce all the data

from thE research now due to space

considerations. The complete research data is

now being translated in preparation for the

NGO meeting at the Beijing Conference. This

translation will be completed in August. If you

are interested in the complete report, please

contact us.)

Women are threatened by molestation

every day!

In response to the question "have you ever been

molested in the train?", 7L.7o/o of the 2,260
respondents replied that they had been (see

Table 2). However, we should keep in mind
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that some of the students among the

respondents do not use the train. If they were
regular commuters, probably the number of
victims would be wen higher.

f,ave you ever been rolested
in the train?

(the nurber of people)
A : Yes l,606(71. lt)
B : No 642O8.4X)
C : No ansver 12( 0.5X)

Tota1      2,260

Table 3

tires have been rolested?
(the nuober of people)

314(20.lf,)
5 tines 892(57.1x)
10 tines 213(13.6X)
than 11 tines 144( 9.2X)

Total 1,563

Eo,crolded■ as the train?

① :Very crO■ ded

O:Relatively cro口 ded

():Relatively uncro■ ded

O:llncrO,ded

The number of victims is higlrest when
the number of passengers is highest; that is,

when both the number of male passengers who
may molest and the number of female
passengers who may be molested are highest.
This cotrld be one reason why the number of
victims is highest during these times of the day.

Outside of rush hours, 532 respondents (24.8olo

of the victims) were molested during the hours
when not so many passengers ride the train and

283 respondents (15.3olo of the victims) were
victimized in uncrowded trains.

Eleven respondents presented their
views on questionnaire sheets about molestation
in uncrowded trains. One of thom sai4 "I think
uncrowded trains are also dangerous since there

are many blind spots. Ifs a myth that women
are only threatened by molestation during rush
hours". We agree with this viewpoint. It is not
correct to think that crowded trains make men
feel like committing lewd acts (molestation).

Molesters prefer crowded trains because they

Table 4

the

of peop lhen ●erei you ●oleSted?

(7t19a.口 .)

一　

呻一
able 2

C
4

the

(frOa the first
train to 7 a.口  )

Table 5

last train)

Is it safe in an uncrowded train? The view
that "molestation results from jam-packed

trains" is not accurate!

One of the most popular ideas that we
often hear is "people want to reliwe their stress

and frustration somehow on jam-packed trains;

therefore, one radical solution to preventing

molestation is to ease congestion in the trains".
However, according to our research, this point
ofview is not reasonable.

The number of molestation cases is

highest from 7:00 to 9:00 a.m. and the second

highest is from 5:00 to 9:00 p.m., both of
which are commuter rush hour periods. Also,
the number of victims is higher in crowded
trains. 57.60/o of victims were molested in a
"very crowded" train and27.2o/otn a

"crowded" train.

①  ②  ③  ④
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can easily pretend that they are doing nothing

or find an excuse for doing it. This is the

reason why molestation is often committed in
crowded trains.

It can be said that women are at risk of
molestation whether they use crowded or

uncrowded trains. We are especially fearful of
molesters who come close to us even when

there is enough space in a train. The examples

below were offered by several respondents.

"Even when the train was so empty that the

molester could be easily seen, he say very close

to me and touched me on the knees. He

persisted until I yelled at him (the rest is

omitted;"
- teenage student.

.Although there was eirough space in the train,

a middle-aged man sat very close to me, widely
opened a newspaper, and touched my body

when he turned over the pages."

- teenage student

Molestation is a slight touch on the body?

Table 6

1. touched re on the hip
2. on the bust
3. on the hand
,1. on the crotch
5. on the leg
6. on the thigh
7, on the hair
8.shored le his genital

orgatrs
9. rubbed his genitsl

organs against te
0.soiled ry clothes titb

his seren
l.plunged his hand into

ry underrear
2.opened ry closed knees

and stmd betren ther
13. kissed ne

In addition to simply answering

multiple-choice questions, many respondents

added detailed descriptions of their experiences.

We will share a few of them. they included

that the molester : "fucked up my skirt", "cut

my skirt", "put a small square mirror on the

floor and looked underneath my skirt", "took
my hand to touch his sexual organ", "plunged
his hand down my shirt", "tried to unbutton my
blouse", "pulled down my collar with the

handle of his umbrella to look in", and

"unhooked my brassier".

Especially in the following descriptions,

the molestation is so disgusting that we can

easily imagine how uncomfortable the victim
might have felt.

"The molester licked my hand while I was

holding onto the hanging strap on the train"

"'W'hen I was sitting in a seat just next to the

door, one male passenger pluged his finger

into my mouth just before he got offthe train."

One respondent described in detail her

experience when a male p:lssenger put his chin

on her shoulder. It showed how disgusted she

was. Here is another description that enraged

us : "A male passenger put 10,000 yen bills one

by one on my knee which was touching his

knee. I felt as though he was buyng me with

money in front of a lot of people." Actual$, I
was unable to repress my indignation at such

behavior when I read this story. This example

obvious$ shows that men regard womenrs

bodies as just goods or objects. This might

explain molesters' true natures.
1. 2.3.4.5.6.7.8. 9.10.11.12.13.
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More than 600lo of women took some kind of
action against molestation.

What attitude did women take when
they were molested? More than half of the
respondents answered that they took action to
prevent or end molestation. MOst of the
women said "No" to molestation, including
passive resistance such as getting offthe train.

Table 7

冒hat did yOu do● hen,ou
口ere 口olested?

(): took some action

② : did nOthing

() : はot off the train

④ :asked fOr help

⑤ : took the ●。lester to the

station office or the police

O: reported to the station
office or the police

Some respondents gave us more
detailed descriptions of their counterattack
against the molesters. Some yelled "Stop it!",
"What are you doing?", or "Go away!". Others
wrote : "I pushed the molestsr away with all
my strength, glared at him and abused him.";
"I hit the molester hard on his back and yelled,
'You fool!"'; "I tramped on the molester's foot
with my heel or plunged my hand under his
hand that was touching my body and raised his
hand to stop the act while glaring at him.";
"I kicked him with a thick soled shoe."; "'!Vhen
I'm sure a man is a molester, I elbow or punch
him in his solar plexus or in the pit of his
stomach. Since a lot of passengers around us
look at him, he is surprised and hurries away.
(The rest is omitted.)"

On the other hand, however, a lot of
women could not do anything against

molestation. Why? Because they have a fear
of revenge from the molester if they
counterattack. There are several reasons for
this fear as respondents described in the survey.
They fear that the molester will somehow
respond when they confront him; because other
passengers might lgnore them even if they ask
for help (in fact, 2.1o/o of ictims asked for help
but 38.8 o/o didnot get any help); because the
molester might persistently follow them after
getting offthe train. Another serious problem
is that a prejudice exists against women who
have been molested.

"We need great courage to confront a molester.
When we wam him to stop what he's doing,
other passengers curiously pay special attention
to us. It is because there is a myth that women
targeted by molesters are 'careless'or have too
much sex appeal'."

- Part-time worker in her 30's

90o/o of molesters assumed a defiant attitude
When women confronted the molesters,

only 3o/o of the molesters apologized while
907o assumed a'so-what'or defiant attifude.

Moreover, 20o/o of them did not stop molesting
despite the women's strong objections.

Table 8

7hat did the ●olester do 口hen
you t∞ k action against hi■?

① :ran a口av

② : pretended not to have done anything

O:continued to ●olest me

O:assumed  ・so what?・

(or defiant) attitude

⑤ :apologized

① ②  ③ ④ ⑤  ⑥
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detailed descriptions of molesters who assumed
defiant attitudes or continued molesting: ,,The

molester ran after me and yelled at me."; ,,whon

I kicked him, he kicked me back."; "When f
tried my best to beat away his hand, the
molester linked his fingers with mine.";
"'When I confronted him, the molester tried to
slip a five thousand yen bill into my hand. He
said he had learned from a TV program that the
fine for molestation was 4 to 5 thousand yen.,, ;

"The molester assumed a defiant affitude and
became more aggressive."

Since molesters do not admit they are
wrong, it is natural that they fly into a rage
when they are counterattacked. In another
case, although the victim handed the molester
over to the station employees, "he jumped out
of the station office window and ran away."
This is very regrettable.

"Even when I yelled at him, the molester teased
me by laughing at me and continuing to touch
me on the bust and other parts of my body.
Although I beat his hand away, he was smirking
and persistently continued to touch me. I was
very scared oh him."

It is not only beyond comprehension,
but horrible that there :ue many molesters who
continue their behavior even when we resist it.

Male passengers who sympathize
with the molester.

What did male passengers near the
molester do? From our research we cannot
conclude how they fEel about molestation;
whether they wanted to help the victim but
didn't or whether male passengers who are

synpathetic to the plight of molestation victims
even exist. However it must be obvious that
more than a few men (but no women)
sympathize with molesters in some situations.

"I did not recognizethathe was a
molester when he was pushing his leg between
mine in a crowded train. Although I realized he
was acting a little strange, I wondered whether I
should put up with it but was embarrassed. I
was convinced that he was a molester when a
middle-aged man next to him glanced at me
and smirked. I was ashamed of being watched
by that man. He too should be regarded as a
molester."

- Student in her 20's.

"I was aware of a young man smirking at me
after he watches a molester push his genitals
towards my body and then leave."
- Student in her 20's.

As we can see from these descriptions,
women get angry at molesters as well as with
the men who syrnpathize with the molester and
eqioy watching them. Such men should be
considered accomplices to molestation. Male
passengers may be molesters or accomplices
who enjoy watching molestation. In such
situations, it is very natural that women hesitate
to speak up to ask for help.

What can we do?

From the results of our research, we
learned about various problems the victims of
molestation might face. Sixty percent of the
respondents who had been molested took some
sort of action.

Many women take passive measures
such as getting offthe train. However, some
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women were followed by the molester after

leaving the train. Screaming out in anger is not

effective against molesters in many cases.

Some molesters not only continue their
behavior despite strong protests by the victims,

but may also assume a defiant attitude or fty
into a rage.

How about asking for help from other

passengers? Forty percent ofthe respondents

answered that they did not get any help. It is
not rare in such cases for passengers to watch

curiously and do nothing to help. It is
uncertain whether other passengers would help

us even if we speak out to ask for help. Should

we try it? The answer to this question can be

seen in the results of the questionnaire in that

oriy 42 women (2.1o/o of the victims) asked for
help from other passengers.

Very few victims (only l.lolo) handed

the molester over to station workers and only

some of these workers reported the incident to

the police. Nevertheless, in almost half of the

cases, the police released the molesters or
recommended that the victims settle the case

privately. Even if women get up the courage

and hand molesters over to the station workers

or the police, these organizations usually do not

deal seriously with the case. It is no wonder

that once a woman has such an experience, she

will never have confidence in these

organizations again.

Some people say, "It's a woman's fatrlt

that they do not say anything" or " More

women should scream out". Even if we

scream, however, we cannot effectively harm

the molesters. If arrested, molesters are lightly
punished with fines of only 50,000 yen at the

most. On the contrary, we will face a risk of
being victimized even more.

lhat did the station staff do?
(the nuober of people)

A : Ilanded over the nolester 10(50.0X)
to the police

B : Released the molester 10(50.0%)

Total

that did the police do?
(the nuober of people)

A : Dealt rith the case properly 7(63. 6f)
B : Reconnended a private settlement 2(18. 2f)
C : Blamed the carelessness of the victin 2(J8.201)

Table 9

Table 10

' Total 1l

We wish to take the train without
fear of molestation!

This is the first research conducted in
Japan in which women have said clearly that

molestation is a crime. We intend to confront

the railway companies, the police, and

administrative agencies by presenting the restrlts

of this research, which paints an entirely

different picture from what they admit in their

data.

We cannot even imagine that molesters

will admit what theyVe done by themselves.

Therefore there is no other way to prevent

molestation except by making molesters exert

self-control through social pressure : "If they do

iq they will be strictly punished." We wish to

pressure the agencies concerned to strengthen

the sanctions against molestation by strict

punishment.

I think a lot of women from abroad

keenly reahze that Japan is a molester's

paradise. I wish to conclude this report by

asking for your cooperation.
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To Beijing From Japan

Although it seems that the World Women's Conference in Beijing might have some
troubles, many Japanese women are planning to attend it. The foltowing groups are
going to have workshops in order to share their experience and information with other
women's groups at the NGO Forum in Beijing. They would all be happy to meet you

there! Please feel free to contact any of these groups direcfly.

Workshop l: Reproductive Technology and

Women's Reproductive Rights
Reproductive technolory has become highly
developed and is being put to practical use in
various ways in different countries. This
technolory is not necessarily good for women.
The possibility of conceiving through artificial
means poses a dilernma for women suffering
from infertility. This technolory makes it
possible for women to give birth to a child of
the desired sex and it is also used to make
disabled women sterile. It is no exaggeration to
say that reproductive technolory is being used

as a tool for solving population problems. We
hope to exchange opinions and information
with women from other countries.

Organization: Woman's (MY) Body/Soshiren,
Liaison Office for Groups working to check the

Retrogressive Revision of the Eugenic

Protection Law
Correspondence: Soshiren

Nakazawa Building, 3F

Araki-cho 23, Shinjuku-ku, Tolryo Japan

TEL: (81) 3-33s3-4474

Workshop 2: Considering the Eugenic

Protection Law
The Japanese Eugenic Protection Law is based

on the Sterilization Law of Nazi Germany.

Irrespective o whether people are disabled or

nor, this law violates human rights, particularly
women's. This problem stems from economic
development. Demanding the annulment of
this law, we plan to let people in the world
know how the enforcement of this law has

affected Japan and share experiences with
people from countries where the same kind of
laws are enforced.

Organization: Dsabled Women's Network
Correspondence to: Higuchi
Negishi-cho 178-3, Machida-shi, Tokyo 194

TEL: (81) 427-0132

Workshop 3: Sexual Mistreatment of
Disabled Women

The eugenic way of thinking is very harmfut for
the disabled, particularly disabled women, who
have been unpardonably treated. ln order to
lessen the burden of taking acre of disabled

women during menstruation or in order to
prevent pregnancy, hysterectomies have been

forced on them. We are angry because such

sexual Mstreatment of women at facilities and
hospitals where they reside is widespread and

commonplace. Reporting cases of
mistreatment of disabled women in Japan, we
would like to discuss what to do to stop
violence against them.

Organization and Correspondence:

same as Workshop 2
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Workshop 4: Japan's First Sexual

Harassment Case - Focusing on the
Activities of the Support Group

Women's right. to work and to sexual equality
were issues acknowledged by a court in
Fukuoka, where a sexual harassment case was
tried. Compared to verdicts reached in similar
cases in the United States, this decision is very
radical. After we won this judgment, "sexual
harassment" was used as a reason for
judgments reached in other cases in Japan. To
what extent has this changed the circumstances
surrounding harassing conduct in Japan? We
will report on the present state of sexual
harassment in Japan, including the recent
activities of a support goup in the first case.

We will discuss the direction of our future
activities.

Organization: NO! Sexual Harassment Group
Correspondence to: Muneko Hiraoka
#404 Hako zatt 2-35-4, Higashi-ku, Fukuoka,
810 Japan

Workshop 5: Japanese Women in politics :

How to Raise the l4fth Status

TEL: (81) 6-929-1640 FAX: (Bt) 6-9Zj-6470

Workshop 6: Why are Women,s Wages Half
Those of Men?

Female workers at a large manufacturing
corporation in the Sumitomo family claimed
they were treated unfairly and asked for
mediation on the basis of the equal opporhrnity
law. They failed to achieve justice because the
gove[rmental agent concluded that wages

should depend on types of work and so the
discrimination continued. We plan to exchange
information on the topic of demanding equal
opportunities for work and equal pay for equal
work without gender distinctions.

Organization: Working Women in Japan

Correspondence to: Atsuko Kawanishi
#404 Euda Biru, Nishitenma 4-10-3,
Kita-ku Osaka Japan 530

Workshop 7: Statistics on Working Women
in Japan, Korea, China, and New
7*ala;nd: A Comparative Study

Organization: Women and Work Study Center
Correspondence to: Chieko Kanatani

We are a bipartisan NGO that has been actively omiya 4-20-29, Asahi-ku, osaka, Japan 535
lobbying political parties to make them apply TEL: (gt) 6-g52-Z}gt FAX: (81) 6-954 _4923
the gender quota to their election lists and
decision-making bodies. This is because Japan

ranks 149th among 176 countries in terms of
the ration of women in the Lower House. We
will provide a true picttre of what the National
Report to the U.N. by the Japanese

Government has not reported.

Organization: The Alliance of Feminist
Representatives in Japan (AFER)
Correspondence to: Yuko Moriya
| -l 4-2-lO3 Kitadori Miyakojima-ku Osaka-shi
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Speaking Out By Sumie Uno

After everyone around here was shaken up by the Great Hanshin Earthquake onJanuary 17, the
so-called "Sarin Case" has also greatly terrified the people of Japan. Allegedly, a religios goup called
"Aum Supreme Truth" committed an act of terrorism by releasing an unusual chemical compound called
Sarin (it is a higlrly lethal nerve gas) in a Tolcyo Subway in March of this year. It seems as though the
myth that Japan is a "safe" country has been blown away by these and other equally incredible incidents.

The safety myth is not the only one going around in Japan.

There isn't much sexial violence in Japan, right? Wrong. Women are surrounded daily by sexual
violence, such as subway and train gropers.

Aren't all Japanese rich? No, women earn only sixty percent of what men do.

You will be able to see part of the actual figures related to women's issues in Japan at the 4th
World Conference on Women in Be[iing. I hope that the Conference will be a success even though there

are problems and limitations on NGOs and NGO representatives. I feel that women all over the world
are becoming more aware of the global sisterhood!

Women and Health in Japan
is a quarterly newsletter, published by
Women's Center 0saka, which provides
information about women and the women's
health movenent in Japan.

Women's Center Osaka
has been offering health and counseling
services for women, with an emphasis on
self he1p, since 1984. Although not a
medical clinic, we offer services in
two sections : feminist counseling and
feminist health. The feminist
counseling section provides
assertiveness and consciousness-raising
training, as well as private
counseling. The feninist health
section incorporates a women's health
information hotline, education in
contraception, acupuncture training,
advice on Chinese medicine, study
sessions, and "teach-ins" on women's
health.
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The Earthquake, Disaster, and Women

by Keiko Kiyohara
Director, Hyogo Prefectural Women's Center

One thousand more women than men

were killed in the Great Hanshin-Awaji

Earthquake, which ruined pafi of western Japan

and took a final toll of over 5500lives. Most
women who were killed were elderly. The
vulnerability of older women is related to the

particularly heary damage to old wooden
apartment buildings in which many elderly women
lived. Elderly victims who had led solitary lives

were, even if they survived, startled and lonely

during the many aftershocks, exhausted by getting
water by themselves, and passed uneasy nights

helplessly. Erghty percent of such survivors are

women. Many of them are poor and have had

difficulty in finding new places to live. Owners of
apartment buildings are reluctant to lease

apartments to elderty women.

Regarding employment, women have been

facing many problems sincE the quake. The

professional consciousness of female workers was

questioned because the rate of women who were

at work soon after the quake was quite low.

Although roads and streets were cut into pieces

and traffic was paratyzed, husbands often went to

work leaving their wives at home. [n a state of
confusion, however, women left at home by
themselves were busy obtaining water for their
families, caring for children and elderly people,

and clearing the debris to restore order. How
could they have gone to work? [n other words,

not a fbw of the men who werE forced to stay and

work overtime must have been placed in a

dilemma and have felt separated from the families

they wanted to be with to overcome this crisis.

Before the earthquake, many female

survivors were part-time or temporary workers.

Their employment was not secure. Consequently,

many female workers were dismissed as a result
of business closures or financial difficulties after
the quake. Because they did not have

unemployment insurance and had not established
written contracts with their employers, it was

diffrcult to secure their positions or income. The
importance of educating women to have the

knowledge neccssary to handle employment
problems was fully evident.

After the earthquake, many people who
lost their homes hound shelter in the homes of
their parents or other relatives. This suddenly
increased the number of large families. Some

women had to face remnants of the feudal system.

Women who were in the daughter-in-law

positions in these new large families were asked to
do all the household duties single-handedly as a

matter of course. Seeking advice to solve this

problem, many women visited this center.

Working overtime and being pressed by work,
their husbands did not seem to care about what

was happening to their wives. The husbands'

indifference worsened coqiugal relations. [n some

families, by contrast, ties between husband and

wife or between parents and children were

strengthened while they faced the crisis. Because

of the scarcity of conversation and the

discrepancy in the daily lives of husbands and

wives due to the "fixed sex role assignment

system" that binds men to business and women to

domestic affairs, the earthquake triggered the

breakdown of many couples.
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The Hyogo Prefectural Women's Center,

which required one week of cleaning to clear the

debris scattered in the building, resumed operation

on January 23. First we offered telephone

counseling by counselors, lawyers, and

community nurses. After traffic improved, we

began to counsel people who came directly to the

center. We handled more than 10,000 cases

during the six month period following the quake.

The problems brought in were diverse. Soon

after the quake, we often asked the relevant

section of the local government or volunteers to

deliver food and water to people needing supplies.

Because the situation allowed no delay, instant

decisions were required.

Earthquake survivors are likely to be

regarded as a single goup of people, but each has

individual problems. They require assistance but

are encouraged if they can participate in the

process of restoring their ruined communities.

This is very important. Naturally, aid by

specialists is indispensable, but people can heal

emotionally from disastrous experiences through

talking to each other and lirring together.

This women's center offered many

opportunities to link women survivors who had to

bear particularly heary burdens and help them

orgarize peer groups and cope with problems.

Many seminars and workshops have been held

since February. Subjects discussed included

"Mind and Body", "Sexual Harassment in
Shelters", "Employment", "Housing and the

Creation of New Towns", and " The Meaning of
Life."

Regarding employment, job training

courses such as orientations to office automation

equipment and clerical work in hospitals or

doctors' offices were very popular. Three to four

times more women took these classes after the

quake than befbre it.

Other seminars were designed to help

restart careers and short courses provided

information for women who wanted to start their

own business since only a few job openings were

being advertised. Because students, particularly

female students, often had their informal

employment contracts canceled, employment

seminars were held especially for them.

Brochures for women restarting careers and

handbooks for female students seeking

employment were widely distributed. We are also

providing courses to educate employers in

cooperation with the goverrrment. This program

is, however, unsuccessful because no punishment

is meted to those who fail to follow the equal

opportunity law.

Many restoration plans are gradually

taking shape. In order to make it possible for
women, the elderly, and disabled people to

participate in decision making as parties

concerned with the policy, we have already

organized a series of local forums to encourage

the creation of communities where men and

women can live together cooperatively and

comfortably (danjo kyosei;. After many local

sessions of this forum, a proposal was issued in

May. Many proposals including grants to local

women's groups were incorporated into the

official restoration program.

The earthquake changed people. Many

people no longer value appearances because they

know they are insignificant. Women who know

the importance of speaking frankly and trying to

present their own opinions are increasing. The

Hyogo Prefectural Women's Center will do all it
can to reatze the full participation of women in
policy decision making and empowerment to

enable women to propose policies. We require

the inclusion of women.
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ls The company More lmportant Than The Family?
By Reiko Masai, Women's Network Kobe

In Kobe I organized an association called
"Women's Network Kobe". We engage in various
activities such as having meetings for the study of
women's issues and publishing newsletters. Last
year wE opened "Women's House". This is a
house where women can talk frankly to each other
and become stronger. Since the Crreat Hanshin
Earlhquake, our activities have become limited
because some of our members suffered in the
earthquake and the area around "Women's

House" was in danger from landslides. Under
these circumstances, we set up a network in
March to support women. Through this network
we gave telephone consultations and held small
get-togethers where women who had suffered in
the earthquake could talk about their feelings.

While listening to the women's
experiences, I became aware of how much
Japanese society is company-centered. Some

women said that companies are more reliable than
the government since they promptty provided
housing for employees and their families who had

been rendered homeless by the earthquake.

Howwer, it is also the companies that made

employees, in order to avoid any inconvenience to
work, move to apartments in C)saka within one

week after the earthquake and obliged these

workers to leave their families in Kobe which was

still threatened by major aftershocks.

In addition to these employees following
orders from their companies, there are many other
employees who commuted almost l0 hours while

the transportation system was cut offand others

who stayed ovemight at the office without coming
back home. I was surprised to hear from a
woman that her husband left Kobe for Tokyo
immediately after the earthquake to participate in

a training seminar. He did not come back for two
months. I heard from many women that they felt
anxious or were troubled when they were obtiged
to live in such emotionally and physically dfficult
circumstances without help from their husbands.
Can you imagine how much hard work it is to
carry water to the upper floors of high rise
apartment buildings because there is no running
water and no electricity to power the elevators? I
myself carried 18 liters of water by bicycle,
staggering under the weight of the water. At that
time I sighed, realizing how heavy the water was.
Most women who were left alone felt worried and
stressed due to poor physical health. I was
touched by the case of a woman who sat numbly
for hours in front of a disconnected telephone.

Especially, women with small children
were burdened with the responsibility for
protecting their children while at the same time
suffering from their own troubles. ln some cases,

such pressure almost lead them to child abuse.

Recently I heard from young mothers that they
wished their husbands could have taken at least
one week offsoon after the earthquake.

Considering the extent of the damage, I think they
should have taken one month off.

The impact of the earthquake seems to be
greatest on women who have moved many times
all over Japan at the request oftheir husbands'

companies. I met a woman who has moved five
times in eight years, including twice in one year,

simpty for the convenience of the company. She

said that she has suffered from bulimia during
these years and had gained a lot of weight. After
the earthquake she felt very uneasy in Kobe
where she has no relatives or strong connections

with the community since her famity has only
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lived there for less than one year. Her husband

went to the office and did not come home on the

day of the earthquake. Therefore, she had to take
care of her son, who became feverish that night,
without her husband's help. Such experiences

which began after the earthquake but are still
continuing now (in the middle of March) prevent
her from recovering from her anxieties. Some

women told of husbands who, because of wor\
live in another city; they telephoned their families,
concerned about their safety, but they never came

home. Even though their house was not damaged

and the family members were safe, most women

suffered from stress and fear from the earthquake.

Without a parhrer to share

these feelings with, many

women cannot recover

from their fear and as a

result could not take care of
house work.

What were thE

husbands thinking when

they left their families to go

to work or when they left

Many women wished
that their husbands

could have taken even
ONE WEEK OFF

after the earthquake ...

also the employees themsefues (especially male

employees) seem to believe that they should go to
the office in spite of any dfficulties. I wonder
why we Japanese stick so strongly to a sense of
belonging to a company that we do not even

question such a belief even in such a terrible
disaster as this earthquake. It might be deeply
related to the lifetime employment system that we
tEnd to give priority to business over our private

lives or families. Sometimes that way of thinking
is considered manly.

A typical example of this can be seen in
the news of the men who died from overwork
doing restoration work. The media reported on

these men as if they were heroes

who had worked night and day

without going home until they

dropped dead. Ofcourse, I am

deeply grateful for their work,
but at the same time I strongly

wish they were still alive. As far
as I can remember, there were

no TV or newspaper reports

which focused on the anger and
Kobe to live apart from their families? For at

least one month after the earthquake most people,

including these very company employees, Iived in
damaged areas with the fear of aftershocks.

Many were afraid of being fired if they did

not go to the office. In fact, I heard that some

companies dismissed employees who did not go to

the offrce after the earthquake. If this can be

considered a proper reason for dismissal, I have

great concems about this company-centered

Japanese society in which the economy has

priority over the safety of families. Except for
those engaged in restoration work, companies

should have given top priority to the lives of their
employees who were suffering from the

earthquake. However, not only companies but

sorrow of their families or that took up this news

as a human rights issue. Probably most men

working in the media were also in danger of death

from overwork.

In conclusion, I would like to ask

questions to readers in other countries : even

immediately after a disaster like the Great Hanshin

Earthquake, in a situation where water gas and

electricity were cut off, do you think your

husband would go to the office leaving you and

your children? Do you think companies in your

country require their employees to live in another

city apart from their families in order to do their
jobs? If your husband were required to do so,

would he accept it? Would you accept it?
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Heroism and the Great Hanshin Earthquake:
A Reporter's View

By Yasuko Aikawa, Reporter for the Kobe Shimbun

I covered rescue activity and rehabilitation
work around the clock for the Kobe Shimbun
(newspaper). I rode around rubble strewn Kobe
on a mini bike I bought after the Great Hanshin
Earthquake because the entire public

transportation system had collapsed. Everywhere
I met unshaven men working desperately with
eyes bloodshot from lack of sleep. Many
firefighters, doctors, and administrative officials
rushed out of their houses and did not come home
for more than ten days. Shocked by the

earthquake and with a special sense of mission
from seeing so many victims, many people

became excited. They talked to me of their

did not say such a thing." But at

the same time, I reahzed that the mass media
could invent such a statement and make it into a
flattering story. I can not afford to blame other
papers. ln consideration of the sufferers' feelings,

I have not yet had the courage to report problems

such as divorces and the stresses of living with
others in the same house that werE caused by the

earthquake. They are hidden behind amiable
words like "family ties" and "local communit5l".

lmpatient and irritated, I wonder if this kind of
heroism is the same as existed in Japan fifty-odd
years ago.

"exploits" - "I rushed

into our office first," "
How hard it was for me

to commute!" "I did not
go home for so long."

However, when "doing
their best" and

self-sacrifice changed

I wonder if this kind of
heroism is the same as

existed in Japan
fifty-odd years ago.

newspaperwoman.

I do not deny that the mass media
exaggerated acts of heroism.

Though the main building of the Kobe
Shimbun was completety destroyed and many
colleagues lost their family and homes, we
managed to publish the paper everyday. Our
efforts were favorably reviewed by many in the
media. I was happy to hear their appreciation but
I sometimes felt uncomfortable about accounts

which emphasized 'Joumalistic spirit." For
example, a leading newspapcr quoted a
newspapernan as saying "since that day I have
been absorbed in my job, dismissing my family

and anything from my mind." To
my surprise, this reporter was my
husband. I am his most intimate
parhrer who had seen him
everyday face to face since the

earthquake. We burst out

laughing shortly after he said, "I

from "a praiseworthy story" to "the norm", these

same people began to criticize others who could
not work as hard or long. These men were able

to work so hard thanks to someone in their family
who straightened up the damaged home, secured

water and food, and took care of the children and

the elderly. Such everyday chores mainly done by
women were considered to be "shadow work" and
were even more unappreciated than usual.

"Women did not come to the office at such a

critical time!" an administrative official
outspokenly complained to me, a
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A Report From the "Mind Care Project" Hotline

By Yasuko lmanishi, Women's Counseling Kyoto

Exactly six months have passed since the

Great Hanshin Earthquake. Our "Mind Care

Project" Kobe Team, a project organized by

vohrnteer counselors in February in connection

with the earthquake, started a telephone

counseling service for women in March when the

effects of the earthquake were still fresh. We

thought it was a priority to attend to the survivors'

emotional needs. However, it was very hard to

start this project because all transportation was

suspended and many areas in and around Kobe

were unsafe.

We heard many stories about the problems

faced by women survivors. In particular, there

The sexist practices after
the quake provided a
perfcect example that

the Personal ts Political r.

wonied powerless, and lonely after the shock of
the earthquake, but why should women question

their ways of life? The message we get from
patriarchal society is - "Family. Love. Natural.

Instinctual." - leading to gender based roles and

jobs even in the shelters and during the restoration

process. These are not simpty the problems of
indMdual women or isolated couples. It is not

simply an issue of what is feminine; it is a perfect

example of the concept that "the Personal is

Political." It must be dealt with as a problem of
constructed gender roles.

Sexism is not simpty a problem of
inequality. Superficially, legally, women have

equal rights; however, the

reality in a patriarchal society

is that women are constantly
judged and there still exists

strong double standards and

double binds that hurt

women. In this situation, it
is natural for women who take on non-traditional

roles and are harshly judged by other people to

have low self esteem. Sexism and the gender

based division of labor are psychological, cultural,

and social problems. This kind of society hinders

women's self-determination and causes them to be

denied their chosen way of life. This can lead to

identity crises. Women's problems are about our

rights of self-determination.

Many of the problems that women suffer

from in times of disaster and crisis are not isolated

problems. They are reflected in our daily lives.

Betty Friedan asked the question 30 years ago in

The Feminine Mystique, "What are we?" This

question is pertinent today as well.

are many cases of
couples whose

relationship was tested

by the earthquake. For

example, one wife

cannot believe that her

husband went offto
work leaving his family behind. Another woman

feels pressure because she alone has the

responsibility to care for the famity. She is

worried they miglrt divorce as her husband

becomes increasingty angly and irritable with her,

only thinking about himself.

It is not only housewives under prsssure

and stress. Even working women who support

themselves and had difficulty getting to work said

things like "Of course you can't rely on women."

If women go to work they are accused of not

taking care of their families. Some started to

question their independent lives because they lost

their jobs and were anxious about the funre.
It is natural to be discouraged and feel
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The Great Hanshin Earthquake, Women, and Work

By Satoe Kuroda, Chairperson of the Kobe Workers' Union

Early on the lTth of January, the Great

Hanshin Earthquake devastated Kobe and the

surrounding areas, tossing buildings and people as

ifa large carpet had been shaken. It also caused

many "secondary problems," most of which are

still trnsolved.

The Kobe Workers'Union to which I
belong is a regional workers'union established in
May, 1988. Its doors are open to everybody so

that anyone, even part-time workers, can join.

We give advice on

both private and

public matters

such as the ta,r

system, the

so-called "One

Mllion Yen

Barrier (see end

note)", the improvement of working conditions,

and troubles related to bosses and colleagues, etc.

Members can consult with the union as easily as

they could with close relatives.

The union is part of the Workers'Union
Council of Kobe. The Cormcil sets up "Part-time

Workers'Hot Lines" twice a year, in the Spring

and Aufumn, and makes requests to the

prefectural and city governments to improve their

workjng conditions. The Workers' Union Council
of Kobe is a very strong supporter of temporary,

consignment, and part-time workers who work in

Hyogo Prefecture.

The Mass Dismissal of Part-Time Workers

After the earthquake, the telephone lines

in our office were finally restored on the I lth of
February. Since theq calls to the "Labor and

Although they used to get along,
now the male workers stared

hostilely at the female part-time
staff, trying to keep the few

remaining jobs for themselves.

Employment Hot Line" for help have increased.

The number of calls reached one thousand six

hundred in May. Therefor the "Union for
Suffering Workers" was quickly organized with
one hundred ninety staff

The ration of women to men among all

the cases was 2:1; the ratio of regular staffto
non-regular staffwas l:3. Most of their
employers had been too busy making money and

had not provided them with unemployment

insurance. Around

Sannomiya Station, the

central business district

that had the majority of
its buildings destroyed

and where it is said that

70o/o of the businesses

are services, pinball

parlors restaurants and convenience stores

suffered the most from the earthquake. The main

reason for this was that most of them were located

on the first floor of buildings which proved to

have architectural defects such as insufficient
pillars and consequenfly collapsed. The lights of
the city went out all at once. The Employment

Bureau was soon filled to overflowing. However,

there were very few jobs open to women,

especially those aged 20 to 24 or over 55.

Before basic services such as electricity,

water, and gas and the transportation system were

restored, the main topics of office conversation

were who came to the office and what time they

arrived. Despite the continuing aftershocks, many

office workers, wearing dust masks and carrying

knapsacks, walked or bicycled everyday between

their damaged homes and damaged offices. The
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already severo hiring situation became worse;

even some who had already passed a final
interview were notified that the company's

unoffrcial decision to hire them had been

canceled, a very unusual occurrence in Japan.

Many companies then dealt their workers an

additional blow : the mass dismissal of part-time

workers.

The vast majority of part-time workers are

women. Most women suddenly fired had worked
for their companies for more than nine years

without complaint despite avery slow increase in
their hourly wagcs. ln many ways it was the

skilled part-time workers who had supported their
companies the most.

Some of them, with an elderly or
handicapped person or a baby at home, had to
work two or three part-time jobs to make a living.
These are the people who worked late from
eleven at night to five in the morning. As soon as

they finished preparing their families' brealdasts,

they went out for their day jobs with only a few
hours sleep.

After the earthquake, part-time workers

were ordered to wait at home without much

prospect for working. Their bosses and

colleagues rarety gave L clear reply as to if and

when they could begn working again. When they

went to their companies, filled with anxiety, they

saw that the male regular staffwere busy with
their usual work. Although they used to get

along, now the male workers stared hostilely at

the female part-time staff, trying to keep the few
remaining jobs for themselves.

What Became Clear After the Quake
Do the companies in Kobe intend to take

away jobs even from those who have lost their
families and homes? We feel great anger at such

companies. It also has become clear that

individual lives wsre threatened at the companies'

discretions, which forced many workers to decide
to go to work or not at the cost of their individual
concerns. Many companies seemed to take it for
granted that individuals could overcome all the

difficulties on their own during the emergency and
still come to work.

On April l4th, ILO Convention 156 was

raffied, though this did not appear in any

newspaper. ILO Convention 156 is the
Convention Concerning Equal Opportunities and
Equal Treatmont for Men and Women Workers :

Workers with Family Responsibilities. I thought
this this was a significant landmark in the rights of
home and life. The fact in Japan is, however, that
women take on greater responsibility for home
affairs than men, and that such sinrations were

made worse than ever by the earthquake. There
still remain many difficulties to overcome in order
to get our lives back to normal. I will do my best

until the lost jobs come back to Kobe, adding the

raffication of the above mentioned treaty to our
list of concerns.

END NOTE:
An explanation of the "One Million Yen Barrie/'

People whose years income is less than one
million yen (about $10,000 in US dollars) do not pay
income tax. From this year, the amount will be
changed to one million thirty thousand yen. ln the
case of married women, husbands can get tax
benefits such as the "spouse tax credit' if one
spouse earns less than this limit. lf a married
woman's yearly income exceeds one million yen, not
only must she pay incorne tax, but also neither
spouse can get the "spouse tax credit' or a family
allowance. She must also then pay for her own
health insurance instead of being a dependent for
her husband's policy. As a result, the total family
income decreases and married women are
discouraged from setting themselves up in business.
Currently 80% of part-time women workers are
married.
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Endometriosis : Treatment and Knowledge in Japan
By Sumie Uno, Women's Center Osaka

Introduction
Endometriosis is a disease of the female

reproductive tract which apparently has been

contracted by approximately 5.5 million women in
North America. Although there are no accurate

statistics for Japan, the incidence of the disease

seems to be increasing.

The Women's Center Osaka has been

working on this issue for the last few years and

conducted a survey about it last year. The results

of the survey have just com€ out. I would lilie to
summarize the results of the report.

Obscure Diagnosis and Incorrect Treatment
We sent a questionnaire to 3,000 women

who had bought a booklet about endometriosis

which we made two years ago. The subject of the
questionnaire was women at hospitals or clinics

who were diagnosed with or suspected of having

endometriosis. A total of 651 women completed

and roturned the questionnaire.

First of all, I would like to point out that

there is a problem with diagnosis in Japan.

Although a definite diagnosis of endometriosis can

only be made after a laproscopic examination,

only 13.5 %o of women had had one (see Graph

1). Women are mostly diagnosed through :

descriptions of their symptoms, peMc

examination, ultra sound, and through blood tests.

Gl:Hor llere you diamised? bbrfr.e)
0 lm m ftr {m fin*r

Based on these tests, women are often
presoribed the medications Danazol and Bereline,
which are hormonal medicines that sometimes

have serious side effects (see Graph 2).

I{hat Kind of treatnent did you get or try?toarD,*r(6zr)
r00 m m0 100 150

The fourth and ffih most common

treatments prescribed for endometriosis are

Chinese medicine and "being encouraged by the

doctor to get pregnant." This shows that the

nature of the disease and treatment by modern

medicine have not yet been established in .Iapan.

Doctors still use Chinese medicine even though it
is not considered to be effective for the treatment

of endometriosis. Although women can also get

Chinese medicine at a drug store without a

prescription, 70oto responded to the question of
where the Chinese medicine was obtained that

they had gotten it from a doctor.

Encouraging the patient to get pregnant

or sometimes even prescribing marriage

absolutely should not be types of treatment !

Although it is true that pregnancy can stop the

progression of thE disease or improve the patient's

medical condition, a doctor cannot simply advise a

G2:
0

itlll of● thool ullder ultnsmod (10

ioo ofieth8001 under liparoscopソ (44)

or 0oBo ltrtlo[ E eff*t
Assisted T― phy)(91)
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patient to marry or have a baby just because it
may improve her health! However, 30o/o of
respondents were given this poor advice.

Moreoveq the disease actually returned after

childbirth to 560/o of women (see Graph 3).

G3: Did the endometriosis

come back after childbirth?

The Influence on Women's Lives

Severe menstrual cramping is one

symptom of endometriosis. 60026 of women also

suffer cramping when they are not menstruating

(see Crraph 4). Endometriosis influences women's

lives in many ways including infdility, interfering

with their sex lives, and making working diffEcult.

Graph 5 shows the problems caused by

endometriosis in women's daily lives.

These words tell of the situation of women

who have endometriosis in Japan.

"It's terrible to have severe cramping. I cry and

scream because of the pain as I toss about on the

floor. I sometimes vomit because of the pain.

Pills don't work; only suppositories help. I
sometimes wish I could die while Im suffering

from the pain until the suppository works. It's too

much if I have to endure this for many more

years" -- twenty two year old woman

"It makes my life very difficult. I have never been

employed and I don't have any close friends

because of this disease. My life would be very

different if I didn't have endometriosis. I hope my

daughter doesn't have the same problem that I
have. Im sad that I can't tell her how good a

woman's life is" -- thirty four year old woman

"The most terrible thing is that I can't have a baby.

Secondty, I don't really want to make love

"ヽhcn l had to stay in thc ho町

"tal,the doctortold inc that l should havc cndurcd the pain. I‐Ic

said that fl cntcred the hos,tal again hc would

removc my uterus."… foo鯖O year old woman

We hope for a society where

women are not discriminated against

because they have a woman's body!

of endometriosis because of the pain and it's dfficult to have a

0-," are? good relationship with my husband."

-- thirty four year old woman
totd drr(ccr)

"I have difficulty letting people around me know

about this disease. I was told that I must have

played around with too many boyfriends."

-- twenty nine year old woman

G5 the effects of endonetri os i st"o, !rr(.tD

Hhat do you think the sYmptoms

(108)i

looship(160)
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News From the Editor By Sumie Uno

I am very sorry to announce that the editorial staffhave decided to cease publishing this newsletter,
Women and Health in Japan, after the next issue (No. 19/20 combined issue, Spring 1996).

There are several reasons for this. We have had difficulty in deciding policy for this newsletter. It
wanders somewhere between providing information and publishing articles. To focus on information, we
should collect our information more widely; to focus on original articles, we should work on writing more.
Although it started in 1991, which was the year after the 6th International Women and Health meeting in
Manila, the Women's Center Osaka has not been involved in that kind of meeting since then. The saddest
thing is that we can not share this newsletter with most Japanese wome& including the staffat the
Women's Center Osak4 because of the language barrier. There are financial problems as well. Since it is
difficult to get enougfu subscribers to support the newsletter, especially from outside Japan due to the
economic situations in various countries, the Women's Center Osaka has been publishing this newsletter in
the red for five y€ars. This is in spite of the fact that all of the writers and translators have been
vohrnteers.

I believe that this newsletter did accomplish something even though there have been some
limitations. We are thinking about restarting with a slightly different format, for example focusing on
information by selecting articles from Japanese women's groups'newsletters and papers, translating them
from the original Japanese, and publishing them perhaps twice ayear. We are also investigating the
possibility of obtaining a grant. However, we are still not sure that even this would solve the problems.

I truly thank the subscribers and all other people who have read this newsletter. Thank you.
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